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Abstract. An experiment was performed to extend the knowledge of excited states in neutron-
deficient Ca isotopes. In particular, excited states in 36Ca were searched for to allow for a com-
parison with its stable mirror nucleus, 36S. Secondary beams of 37Ca and 36Ca were produced by
fragmentation of a primary 40Ca beam with an energy of 95 	 A MeV on the SISSI target at GANIL.
A variety of nuclei around 36Ca has been produced in a secondary Be target by neutron and proton-
removal at beam energies around 61 	 A MeV. The produced nuclei were identified using the spec-
trometer SPEG, and prompt γ rays were measured with the Château de Cristal. A preliminary value
for the energy of the first 2 
 state of 36Ca has been determined.

Keywords: 36Ca,neutron removal reaction,mirror nuclei,Coulomb displacement energy
PACS: 21.10.-k, 23.20.Lv, 27.30+t

In recent years, the isospin dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction has at-
tracted much interest both from theory [1] and, since exotic beams become more and
more available, from experimental works. The present experiment aimed to measure the
excitation energy of the first 2 � state in 36Ca and compare it to its mirror nucleus 36S. In
the ground state of 36S, the πd5 � 2 and s1 � 2 as well as the νd3 � 2 orbitals are completely
filled. (In 36Ca, the same orbitals are occupied but by exchanging neutron and proton
shells.) Due to the tensor interaction between the proton spin-orbit partners d5 � 2 and d3 � 2
and the neutron d3 � 2 orbital, the proton d5 � 2 orbital becomes more bound whereas the
πd3 � 2 becomes less bound than for nuclei where the νd3 � 2 shell is incompletely filled.
This subsequently enlarges the gaps between the πs1 � 2 and πd3 � 2 orbits on one hand



and between the πs1 � 2 and πd5 � 2 orbits on the other hand, as illustrated by fig. 1. This
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the effect of the filled νd3  2 in 36S.

leads to high excitation energies for the first 2 � state in both 36S and 34Si, which from
this point of view reflects a spherical rigidity comparable to the doubly magic nucleus
40Ca. In the mirror nucleus of 36S, 36Ca, the same picture should apply with protons and
neutrons exchanged, so that also in this case a high excitation energy can be expected
for the 2 � state. The primary aim of the experiment was thus to measure the excitation
energy of the first 2 � state in 36Ca and compare it to the known one in its mirror nucleus.
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FIGURE 2. Particle identification using the SPEG ionisation chamber and time-of-flight.

The experiment was performed at the GANIL in Caen, France. The primary 40Ca
beam of 95 � AMeV was fragmented in the SISSI target. The resulting beam cocktail was
purified in the “α” spectrometer consisting of two dipole magnets and a degrader which
was optimised for 37Ca. The fragments were identified event by event through a time-of-
flight measurement between the “α” spectrometer and the secondary 9Be target of 1mm
thickness, in which further nucleons are removed at an energy of around 61 � AMeV.
After passing through the target, the produced fragments were selected and identified by
the SPEG spectrometer through time-of-flight and energy loss measurements. For the
present analysis, only the particle identification after the secondary target has been used.
The quality of this identification is excellent as can be seen from fig. 2. To measure the
γ-ray energies, the Château de Cristal, an array of 74 BaF2 detectors, was placed around
the Be target. In addition, three Ge clover detectors from the EXOGAM array were used,
but their signals have not yet been evaluated. The calibration of the BaF2 detectors was



performed using source data and some well-separated and sufficiently intense known
transitions in nuclei produced in the secondary target. Example spectra for four nuclei
are shown in fig. 3. The velocity used for the Doppler correction of the energies was
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FIGURE 3. Example spectra for the four nuclei 36Ca, 28Si (which has been used for calibration), 37Ca
and 36K.

calculated assuming that the nucleon removal takes place in the middle of the secondary
target and taking into account the different half-lives of the nuclear states, if known.
For the presented 36Ca spectrum, the half-life of the 2 � state was assumed to be the
same as in the mirror nucleus 36S, and the corresponding velocity was also used for the
37Ca and 36K spectra. The energy of the 2 � state in 36Ca has been determined to be
E � 2 ����� 3050 � 60 � keV.

As the result is preliminary and the error value is still large, an extensive discussion
is only possible after some further progress of the analysis. Nevertheless, the present
value is around 240keV lower than the E � 2 ��� in the mirror nucleus, 36S, which is
more than expected. This is, with 14C - 14O, one of largest mirror energy differences
observed so far for the first excited 2 � state. This could be due to the Coulomb energy
difference between a pure s and a pure d configuration involved in the 2 � state of 36S,
as a pronounced single particle character is expected due to the large Z=16 gap. On the
other hand, the 2 � state in 36Ca is well above the proton-separation threshold (around
500 keV), and the coupling to the continuum is also expected to have an influence on the
2 � state in 36Ca. It can already be pointed out that the relatively low excitation energy of
the 2 � state in 36Ca can affect the proton capture cross section by orders of magnitude,
with important consequences for astrophysics.
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